Abstract -Conformational disorder in crystals is found in many molecules that possess a plurality of conformational isomers. Typical examples are linear macromolecules such as polyethylene, polytetrafluoroethylene and trans-1,4-polybutadiene; and small molecules such as paraffins, cycloparaffins, soaps, lipids and many liquid-crystal forming molecules. Conformational motion is often coupled with the cooperative creation of disorder. In this case a heat and entropy of transition is observed by thermal analysis.
THE TRANSITIONS BETWEEN MESOPHASES, CRYSTALS AND GLASSES
In a recent review of thermotropic mesophases and their transitions (ref. 1) it was suggested that crystals with dynamic conformational disorder do not fit into the standard classification of mesophases as either plastic crystals (ref. 2 ) or liquid crystals (ref. 3) . At that time it was proposed that a distinct third type of mesophase exists, that of the condis crystal (with dynamic -formational -order and long-range positional and orientational order). The overall entropy of fusion of a crystal, ASf can be approximately separated into the three contributions arising from positional disordering, ASpos, orientational disordering, ASorient, and conformational disordering, ASconf, so that ASf -Aspos + Asorient + ASconf.
(1)
It is possible to make a first judgment of a phase classification based on the thermal analysis of the first order transitions. Such analysis is helped by the empirical "rules" that AS is generally 7-14 J/(K mol) (Richards's rule) (ref. . While ASpos and Asorient are referred to the whole molecule, i.e. they do not change with size; ASconf is referred to a flexible bond (or a rigid bead), i.e. for a molecule, ASconf is size-dependent. The rather broad ranges of values indicate the approximate nature of this description. For a more precise analysis, effects of disorder, volume change, changes in vibrational frequency etc. would have to be detailed. Nevertheless, the empirical rules permit estimations of the various transition entropies corresponding to the arrows of the right-hand side of Fig. 1 . Particularly well obeyed is a transition entropy of 7-14 J / ( K mol) for the transition from the plastic crystal to the melt (ref. Condis crystals, finally, are expected to show variable entropies of transition from the crystal to the condis-crystal and from the condis-crystal to the isotropic melt, depending on the type and concentration of conformational disorder.
On cooling, the mesophases do not always follow the equilibrium path. If the ordering to the crystal can be by-passed, the liquid-like cooperative motion of the mesophases freezes at a glass transition, as is indicated on the left side of Fig. 1 . At these glass transitions there is no change in order and, as a result, no change in entropy. Since the liquid-like motion changes at the transition to practically only vibrational motion, there is a drop in heat capacity on vitrification. For liquid crystals, the existence of the glassy state was already implied in the work of Vorlaender (ref. The major need in distinguishing condis crystals from other mesophases is thus the identification of translational motion and positional disorder of the molecular centers of gravity in the case of liquid crystals, and of molecular rotation in the case of plastic crystals.
JUSTIFICATION OF THE EMPIRICAL ENTROPY DESCRIPTION
To find an explanation for Richards's rule one may postulate that the liquid state possesses a short-range "quasi-crystalline" structure (ref. 12) .
As the temperature increases, this structure changes gradually, to become "quasi-gaseous" close to the critical temperature (ref. 12 ). The melting process may be, based on this model, broken into three major steps. First, the crystal lattice is expanded to give the average separation of the motifs as it exists in the melt. Next, the motifs are dynamically disordered. Last, defects are introduced into the quasi-crystalline melt. Starting from a cubic close-packed crystal Lennard-Jones and Devonshire computed the three melting stages assuming interstitial atoms as defects (ref. 13) . For Argon an entropy of fusion of 1.70 R, or 14.1 J/(K mol), was computed that matches the experimental equilibrium value of 14.0 J/(K mol) at 83.8 K. The entropy increase in going from fixed motifs in the small volume element of the crystal to the total volume of the melt (communal entropy) was earlier found to be R, or 8.31 J/(K mol) (ref. 14). The lower and upper limit of Richards's rule seem thus reasonable.
In analogy to the estimates of AS it is possible to suggest that the empirically observed values for ASconf can be lfzze'd to the commonly used "rotational isomeric states" model of linear macromolecules (refs. 15-17) . Assuming two to four rotational isomers to become dynamically accessible on a disordering transition and 75% of the total entropy change to be conformational, one expects an entropy gain of 7.7 to 15.3 J/(K mol), the correct size range of the experimental values. On the basis of atomistic calculations, a detailed rotator model was analyzed for the condis phase of flexible linear macromolecules using a cooperative statistical treatment (ref. 18 ). Both, the transition from the crystal to the condis crystal and from the condis crystal to the melt could be described
and the cooperative formation of dislocations, the latter giving rise to only minor changes in conformation (refs. 19,20) . For the condis states of polyethylene and possibly also trans-1,4-polybutadiene the two steps occur largely separated at the two equilibrium transition temperatures Td and Ti (disordering and isotropization temperatures, respectively). 
CORRELATION BETWEEN M O T I O N AND HEAT CAPACITY
The major motion type for the crystalline and glassy solid states is vibration. For linear macromolecules one finds large deviations from the classical Einstein (ref. 21) or Debye (ref. 22 ) treatments of the heat capacity. Also, an early attempt to approximate the heat capacities with a combination of a 1-dimensional and 3-dimensional continuum to account for the anisotropy of the chain molecules (ref. 23 ) was by itself not applicable over a wide temperature range. The method that was finally successful (refs. 24,25) involves an approximation of the frequency spectrum by separation of the high-frequency group vibrations from the skeletal chain-vibrations. The group vibrations are then accessible from normal-mode calculations on isolated chains and are even transferable for polymers of similar chemical structure. The skeletal vibrations can then be approximated using the two-parameter Tarasov approach ( e , and e , ) (ref. 23) . Agreement between computation and experiment has been tested for almost 100 polymers and is usually better than f5% over the whole temperature range, starting from about 10 K (refs. 26,27). Also plotted in Fig. 2 is the experimental heat capacity of the liquid (at constant pressure, curve E) (ref. 28). In simple cases, such as polyethylene, the heat capacity of the liquid state could be understood by introducing a heat capacity contribution for the excess volume (hole theory) and by assuming that the torsional skeletal vibration can be treated as a hindered rotator (ref. 29) .
A more general treatment makes use of a separation of the partition function into the vibrational part (approximated for heat capacity by the spectrum of the solid), a conformational part (approximated by the usual conformational statistics) (refs. 15-17) , and an external or configurational part. The latter was shown to be almost completely represented by the difference of heat capacity at constant pressure and volume (ref. 30) .
The heat capacity of all polymers is thus understood well within the precision-range of the experiment.
Adding the measured heats of transition to the integrated heat capacities, it is then possible to compute not only enthalpies, but also absolute entropies and free enthalpies. The change in entropy with temperature and state of matter is illustrated in Fig. 3 1,4-polybutadienes (ref. 31). The vibrational contributions to the entropies of   the two isomers differ only little ( 8 , -589 K for the cis-isomer and 599 K for the transisomer) .
The sum of the entropies of the two stages of fusion of the trans-isomer are close to the single-step entropy of fusion of the cis-isomer.
Typical is also the much larger accumulated vibrational entropy when compared to the transition entropy. 
